Keeping Dancers Safe: Covid-19 Protocols
We are so excited to welcome you and your dancer(s) to All That Jazz. We have done
everything we can to be sure your dancer is safe while at the studio:

Studio Guidelines:
•Our dance floors have been marked to ensure safe social distancing.
•Each studio has a touch-free hand sanitizer dispenser located directly outside the door.
•HVAC air quality and circulation has been optimized.
•Medify Air-Purifiers with H13 Hepa filters have been added and will be constantly running in
each studio and the waiting room. Additionally, studio windows will remain open all year.
•Surfaces will be disinfected between all classes.
•Every night the entire All That Jazz space (studios, waiting room, bathrooms) will be sprayed
by an atomizing disinfectant.
•Professional cleaners will be cleaning multiple times a week.
•Masks MUST be worn at all times when in our building.
•Classes have been shortened (hopefully temporarily) to allow for a complete staggering of the
schedule and proper cleaning between groups of dancers.

Dancer Guidelines:
We ask that dancers stay home and, if well enough, take class over Zoom if they or a family
member has symptoms of COVID-19 (fever of 100.5 degrees or higher, cough, shortness of
breath, sore throat, loss of smell or taste, unexplained rash), or have been exposed to someone
with COVID-19 or has tested positive for COVID-19.
Per the State’s guidelines, our waiting room must be closed. The only exception to this rule is
for our youngest students (3 and under), and then only 1 parent will be allowed inside to help
the child. No siblings. Remember, watching your child’s class on zoom is always a possibility!
•Masks MUST be worn at all times when in our building.
•Dancers should arrive on time and come directly upstairs where they will be met by a staff
member who will either guide them directly into the studio or ask them to wait in a socially
distant safe manner.
•Dancers must bring a labeled dance bag (any bag will suffice) where they will have their own
hand sanitizer and all of their dance shoes
•Dancers will be asked to hand sanitize before entering and exiting the studio (and any other
time needed)
•Dancers will be given Zogics wellness wipes upon entering the studio which they will then use
to clean their marked location/6 foot square.
•After their amazing dance class experience, dancers will need to gather their dance bag and
leave immediately. Please be ON TIME to pick up your children, as my whole system depends
upon efficient in and out of the studio and building.

